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ABOUT ME 

I’m a dedicated editor and project manager with an eye for detail and a passion for using 
the right words at the right time. Accuracy, integrity and deadline awareness are among 
my highest priorities as an editor. I enjoy working with teams to create quality content on 
deadline, and I love learning new things along the way.  
 
 
EXPERIENCE  

January 2016–Present 
Senior Editor, Media Relations 
KU Endowment 
Lawrence, Kansas 
I tell stories about philanthropy and its impact at the University of Kansas and pitch them to media 
outlets with the assistance of KU News Service. My audience is existing donors and potential 
donors, which includes the huge KU community of alumni, friends and partners.  

• I write 2-3 features per edition for KU Giving magazine, our publication for donors, which 
has a circulation of about 40,000.  

• I create copy and edit for internal “customers” such as our Annual Giving team, Planned 
Giving team, and development staff.  

• I frequently write about research, teaching and the learning experience at the University 
of Kansas Medical Center in Kansas City, Kansas.  

• I am the primary copy editor and proofreader for KU Giving as well as most other printed 
materials that go through our department.  

 
October 2013–January 2016 
Assistant Managing Editor 
Lawrence Journal-World 
Lawrence, Kansas 

• I assisted in overseeing the daily functions of the news operation, including editing live 
copy and strategizing and delivering social media updates to readers on ljworld.com, 
followers on Twitter and followers to the LJWorld Facebook page.  

• I wrote content, edited and designed the weekly WellCommons health and wellness 
section and manage its website and social media. I was a fellow with the Association of 
Health Care Journalists in 2015.  

• I managed the four weekly community newspapers owned by The World Company, from 
their content to their staff writers and freelancers.  

 

March 2012 – October 2013 
Managing Editor, Technical Writer 
The Robstan Group/Networx Communication 
Kansas City, Missouri 
I edited two trade magazines: the bimonthly Courier Magazine, which covers the courier, 
expedited delivery and logistics industries; and the five-times-a-year Applicator magazine, the 
trade publication for the Sealant, Waterproofing and Restoration Institute. I wrote four to six 
features per production cycle and solicited and edited content from industry experts and SWR 
Institute members. I also managed a freelance contributor. 
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January 2006 – October 2008 
Johnson County Neighborhood News Editor 
The Kansas City Star 
Overland Park, Kansas 
I managed 14 editors and reporters who covered school, municipal government and lifestyle or 
community news. I was responsible for producing two 24-page sections per week including story 
budgeting, story assignment, reporter and resource management, editing and layout. 

 
 
EDUCATION 

B.S. Journalism, news and editorial 
William Allen White School of Journalism and Mass Communications 
University of Kansas  
 
 
TECHNOLOGY  

I am proficient in these applications: 
 

• Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) 

• Google Workspace 

• Adobe Creative Suite (InDesign, some experience with Lightroom) 

• Slack and Basecamp project management and communication tools 

• Windows and Mac operating systems 
 
I am regular user of these social media platforms and measurement tools: 
 

• Facebook (managed pages for WellCommons and LJWorld; current co-manager 
for KU Endowment’s page) 

• Instagram (co-manage @kuendowment account) 

• Twitter/Tweetdeck (managed Twitter accounts for @WellCommons; I tweet 
personally @MichelleKTevis) 

• Google Analytics 
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